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Lambe, Aquinas Yeater, Isidore Bafrau, Henry Carter, Paul Chamberlain, Alphonse Gross,
Daniel Doherty, Luke de la Motte, Theodore Coon, David McKenna, Leo DePinto, Joseph
Ziegler, Aidan Dunleavy, Vianney Flick, James Murray, Hilarion Flanagan, Martin Shea, Luke
Baldwin, Neal Evans, Frederick Steinbach, DePaul McHugh, Aloysius Moliner, Leo Hengy,
Victor Marshall, Matthew Kirwan, Mark Waite, Frank Norris, Shaun Theis, Christopher
O’Leary, Regis McShea, Felix Fournier, Kilian White, Flavian Guglucci, Brendan Corkery,
Ignatius Callaghan, Loyola Rocha, Samuel Aragon, Bonaventure Redman, Dominic Russo,
Stephen Daley, Simeon Norton, DeSales Sermersheim, Xavier Greene, Anthony Mantel, Emile
Potter, Thomas Weir, Nicholas Connolly, Gerard Langland, George Lannen, Edmund Stack,
Vincent Parkinson, Martin Barry, Miguel Holstegge, Henry Corcoran, Daryl Ducote, Gonzaga
Chilutti, David Sheehey, Robert Gibbons, William Buckley, Warren Hulshof, Dean Noble,
Richard Higgins, Carl Puls, Theodore Schienweis, and Ambrose Mudd were all assigned to
The Venard)

The first occupant at Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania (the
Venard) was Brother Thomas McCann. Shortly afterwards Brother
Thomas McCann was joined by the then Father James Edward
Walsh at the farm that was to become The Venard. Brother Thomas
did great work on helping the fledgling school get off the ground. He
was procurator and general overseer. He also was a great public
relations man with the neighboring areas. He was responsible for
most of the work that first summer along with some students, in
preparing the school for occupancy. He also worked out of there on
Mission Promotion. This school was where the young men joining
Maryknoll first experienced the Society.

Brother Thomas
McCann

Brother Daniel Doherty and Brother Luke De La Motte were both teachers on the faculty.
They taught in the Science department Brother Daniel doing Biology and Chemistry and Brother
Luke doing Biology.

Brother Stephen Daley used his skills as a former coal miner and dynamited the swimming
pool by the lake. He also cleared much of the land in the same way there is a story about his
expertise in that he could look at a tree trunk or boulder gauge what amount of dynamite was
necessary and cut the sticks to that length. He never made a mistake in his estimates of how much
dynamite would be needed to remove whatever was in the way.

Brother Alert Staubli, Brother Paul Chamberlain, Brother Conrad Fleisch, Brother
David McKenna were among some of the men who maintained the building. These men
maintained the boiler room and also handled many of the day to day repairs that occur at any
boarding school.

Brother Paul Chamberlain in addition to his daily labors continued his kite building and
became quite good in crafting large kites. The skies over the school soon filled with Brother Paul‘s
creations. This gave hours of enjoyment to Brother Paul and his ground crews who helped him
launch his fanciful creations.

There was a time when Brother Paul decided to make a really large kite of stupendous
proportions and to attach it to the overpass just below the Venard. He laid out the plans and then
announced that when it was built he would go aloft in the kite to view the surrounding area.
Needless to say those plans were quickly stopped and Brother Paul continued to build passenger less kites. (Final story related to the author by Brother Vianney Flick December 2009)

Brother Fredrick Steinbach, Brother Xavier Lambe, Brother Theodore Scheinweis and
Brother Aloysius Moliner were some of the Brothers who established the farm at the Venard. Due
to the work of these men and other Brothers and the hours of manual labor that the seminarians
gave the farm at the Venard was very successful. Brother Albert Staubli had devised a canning
process that was run by the boiler room engines so that in a good season fruit and vegetables could
be put up for winter. (Autobiography of Brother Aloysius Moliner)

Brother Hilarion Flanagan (Brooklyn, New York) was able to use both the livestock
projects and the canned goods to keep both the Venard and Maryknoll, New York well fed during
the war rationing period of the Second World War. He also seemed to find extra gasoline and tires
when they were needed. He also refereed the basketball games and it was noted that for a man of
his size, which was large, he was graceful and light on his feet. (Father James Lehr to the compiler)
Brother Christopher O’Leary (Boston, Massachusetts) worked in the Business Office. There are
many stories about Brother Chris‘ great memory and poor eyesight. How Brother Chris would take
the money for deposit but only do the entries twice a day. No matter how many deposits, he was
never known to make a mistake, and everything was entered legibly. Brother Martin Shea
(Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts) began his years as Rector‘s secretary here at the Venard.

Many of the Brothers worked at Camp Venard. This was a summer camp that Maryknoll ran
as a Boy‘s Camp. They also had the help of some of the seminarians. They had sports, swimming
and hiking on a daily basis.

Outside of Maryknoll, New York this was the oldest Brother‘s community. In many cases the
Brothers here first established bonds with future priests. It seems that nearly everyone has a story
to tell of the Brothers. It was also the first of the schools that Maryknoll closed in 1966. Brother
David McKenna and Brother Frederick Steinbach were the last Brothers stationed there. There is
a wonderful photograph of the last supper at The Venard in the Archives with both Brother David
and Brother Fred and the three priests who were the last of Maryknoll‘s presence there.

(Brothers Thomas McCann, Charles Fowley, Martin Barry, Patrick Clerkin, Adrian Riley,
Stanislaus Kammer, Ambrose van Kempen, Theophane Walsh, Fabian Bunten, and Martin
Barry were all assigned to the Seattle Japanese Mission. Brother Ronald Rinella and Brother
Tim Raible served in the Promotion House in Seattle.)

The Diocese of Seattle asked Maryknoll to come west and do work among the Japanese
there in 1920. The parish was also used as a promotion house. It was a separate parish until it was
combined with another in the early 1950‘s. Brother Thomas McCann, Brother Charles Fowley,
Brother Martin Barry, Brother Patrick Clerkin, Brother Adrian Riley, Brother Stanislaus
Kammer, Brother Theophane Walsh, Brother Philip Morini and Brother Ambrose Van
Kempen were all assigned there. Most of the Brothers worked in the parish elementary school that
was staffed by the Maryknoll Sisters.

Some did double duty as bus drivers for the school pickups and deliveries at start and end of
the school day. In between they also work around the school either in maintenance or in the
Physical Education area. There are early pictures of unidentified Brother escorting students to the
bus.

It has been said that Maryknoll
Brother Adrian Riley was instrumental
in setting up the inter school athletic
league. It was based on the physical
training program that he had set up at
the parish and the intra-school and
interschool matches he set up for the
various teams. Other Brothers in their
spare time helped at Mission Promotion
doing secretarial work for the office.
Brother Adrian Riley

During the Second World War
the Sisters, Fathers and Brothers all
followed their parishoners to the
relocation camps they were sent to. They were joined by Maryknollers who were repatriated from
the Orient in 1942. The Japanese missionaries and the pastors of the parishes in Seattle and Los
Angeles soon were working at the camps. Maryknollers served as chaplains to at camps in Idaho,
Wyoming, California and Arizona.

After the war Maryknoll again took up work in the Seattle parish. In the early 1950‘s the
Diocese decided to close down the parish and combined it with another. Maryknoll‘s work was
done. The Society was given another house. Since then the house in Seattle has been exclusively
used for Mission Education and Promotion. The Brothers who have been assigned there are
Brother Ronald Rinella and Brother Tim Raible, the latter being the director of the house for nine
years.

During the 150th anniversary celebrations for the Archdiocese a book was commissioned on
the history. The whole Maryknoll community was well praised but special thanks and remembrances
were given of the work of the Sisters in the elementary school of the parish.

(Brothers Mark Dance, Alphonse Gross, Basil Ambs, Bede Horgan, Christopher O’Leary,
David McKenna, Frank Dolphin, George Lannen, Gregory Grant, Henry Carter, Hilarion
Flanagan, Joachim Owen, John Brown, John Wohead, Joseph Ziegler, Kenneth Joyce,
Kieran Stretton, Louis Reinhart, Luke Baldwin, Matthew Quinn, Philip Morini, Pius Antoniolli,

Robert Brooks, Thomas Hickey, Timothy Shugrue, Vianney Flick and William Neary were all
assigned to Los Altos)

Los Altos, near San Jose, was the next school (minor seminary) that Maryknoll opened. It
was in the Diocese of San Francisco but now is a part of San Jose. The seminarians lived at the
Maryknoll house and took their classes at Saint Patrick‘s the local seminary. Brother Mark Dance
worked there as a cook or in the kitchen almost from the start of the school until his death in 1943.
Brother Jerome Roddy (Londonderry, Ireland) worked as a secretary to the rector.

Brother Joachim Owen (Los Angeles, California), in
addition to his work in the boiler room was also adept at
physical therapy and was noted for giving massages and was
kept busy. He worked with the famous Jesuit Glacier priest
Father Hubbard S.J. and had some of his old films that he
showed to the students. Brother Joachim at some time in the
past had been an extra player in Hollywood and also had
copies of some old silent movie classics that were shown to the
student seminarians.
Brother Joachim Owen

He also developed a liking for Opera and ballet and
would invite another Brother along to see shows in San
Francisco. Most evenings they would grab a bite at Tommy‘s
restaurant after the shows. Brother Joachim was always very generous and these nights were a
treat for the other Brother, who would drive the old ―woody‖ station wagon to San Francisco.

Brother Ambrose Van Kempen, and Brother Joseph Ziegler worked in the boiler room
and also grounds doing maintenance. Brother Stanislaus Kammer, Brother John Wohead,
Brother Kenneth Joyce, Brother Vianney Flick, Brother Kieran Stretton, Brother William
Neary and, Brother David McKenna all worked on maintenance and repaired the cars and did
carpentry on the building. Brother Nicholas Connelly and Brother Alphonse Gross worked on
the grounds.

Brother Joachim Owen also had a devoted dog named Duke also called Dukie. He built his
four legged friend a wonderful dog house on the grounds close to the seminary. One night it was
seen that the doghouse was on fire and men rushed to put it out. As one man turned to place the
garden hose upon it a cry rang out stopping him. It appears it was an electrical fire. Brother Joachim

in order to keep his buddy Dukie as warm and comfortable, he had placed an electrical blanket in
the house and Dukie had exposed the wires and caused the short.

Brother Hilarion Flanagan, Brother
Robert Brooks, Brother Christopher O’Leary,
Brother Martin Shea, and Brother John Brown
worked in the Business Office and did Procuration
for the house. The Maryknoll Sisters who were part
of the Community at Los Altos remember the
Brothers also. Brother Louis Reinhart is
remembered for his dressing up with discarded
goods and doing abbreviated scenes from his
stage days. The Sisters also remember the
Christmas Lanterns that were hand made for them
by Brother Jerome Roddy which they used for the
procession until they left the school. (Maryknoll
Sister Helen Phillips to Brother Kevin Dargan
March 11th, 2010)

Brother Louis Reinhart

In later years, when Los Altos had become a retirement home for Maryknollers, Brother
Thomas Hickey and Brother John Brown both worked in administration. Brother Duane
Crockett has taken on a new career during his ‗third age‘. He works as a chaplain at the nearby
Veteran‘s hospitals. Brother Duane now in his mid eighties continues to visit the veterans and
minister to their needs. He and Brother Luke Baldwin also take advantage of specially organized
trips for seniors in the area and as such are among the more travelled residents at Los Altos. These
days Los Altos has been used as a vocation retreat / discernment venue enabling men from the
West Coast to get a chance to search out and understand more of their vocation quest.

Most of the Brothers who worked at Los Altos during its seminary days said the Community
was among the best in the Maryknoll World especially under the Rectorship of Father John
Lenahan.

(Brothers Louis Reinhart, Mark Dance, Martin
Barry and Henry Corcoran were assigned to
this house)

This mission was under Maryknoll‘s care
and direction for around twenty years. It had
been founded by Father Juniperro Serra and was
directly off the Camino Real. Traces of the road
can still be seen at the mission. It was originally
Brother Henry Corcoran
part of the Japanese Apostolate. Brother Louis
Reinhart was among the first Maryknollers there.
He spearheaded the restoration of this very
important mission. It was under Brother Louis that some of his friends from vaudeville days started
to help preserve and restore the Mission. There is a wonderful
picture of Brother Louis greeting an old friend Leo Carillo. Brother
Martin Barry and Brother Henry Corcoran also served here.

Brother Martin Barry utilized his carpentry skills during the
restoration of the mission which Maryknoll began. Father John
Martin wrote a small pamphlet on this mission entitled “San Juan
Sunset” which was privately published. (This was the mission that
appeared in the Alfred Hitchcock movie Vertigo.)

Soon after the Second World War ended the Maryknollers left
the mission, as the local churches felt that national parishes were not
the best way for the Diocese to respond to the Catholic population.

Brother Martin Barry

(Brothers Theophane Walsh, Patrick Clerkin, Charles Fowley, George Lannen, Thomas
McCann, Paul Chamberlain, Jonathan Zimmermann, Flavian Guglucci, Anselm Petley,
Charles O’Neill, Peter Agnone, Kenneth Joyce, Duane Crockett, Edward Starrs, William

McShea, Hilarion Flanagan, Richard Barnes Victor Marshall, John Brown, Stanislaus
Kammer, Philip Morini, Francis Connolly, Malachi O’Regan, Ambrose Van Kempen, Bernard
Puthoff, Venard Ruane, Frank Dolphin, Pierre Hamel, Bonaventure Redman, Owen Walsh,
Marius Donnelly, Matthew Queen, Benjamin Kneeling, Anthony Kosmo, Edward Murphy,
Julius Schantz, Dominic Murphy, Leo Shedy and Kieran Stretton were all assigned to the
Japanese Mission of Saint Francis Xavier, in Los Angeles.)

This mission was the same as Maryknoll‘s work in Seattle. Maryknoll Sisters staffed the
school and the Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers were in the parish and did some work in the school.
Brother Theophane Walsh and Brother Charles Fowley were the first to be assigned to the
parish along with Father William Kress in 1921. Brother Patrick Clerkin was soon assigned and
worked the heating plant. This work was considered a mission assignment in the early days.

Brother Thomas McCann was assigned out to the West Coast and the Japanese mission in
1920. It was thought that the climate might help his tuberculosis. It did not and he worsened and
died out there in 1922. In late 2009 work was begun to have his body exhumed and transferred
back to Maryknoll, New York in time for the centennial celebration.

Brother Paul Chamberlain, Brother Marius Donnelly, Brother Anselm Petley, Brother
Ambrose Van Kempen, all were part of the carpentry team that worked on the school, church,
convent and rectory.

Many of the Brothers worked in the school as bus drivers. Brothers Charles Fowley and
Paul Chamberlain were among the first to do this type of work. Brother Paul had a few incidents of
scraping the bus when he was parking it at the end of day that soon convinced him to give up
driving. This work continued on until the late 1970‘s. The last Brother to hold this job was Brother
Flavian Gugliucci.

Brother Peter Agnone, Brother Duane
Crockett, Brother Victor Marshall, Brother John
Brown, Brother Stanislaus Kammer, Brother
Bernard Puthof, Brother Venard Ruane, Brother
Frank Dolphin, Brother Pierre Hamel, Brother
Bonaventure Redman, Brother Owen Walsh,
Brother Leo Shedy and Brother Kieran Stretton
worked the grounds and maintained the Church,

Brother Frank Dolphin

school and rectory. There always was something to be done on the grounds or around the school.
This was a very busy mission and the Maryknoll Sisters maintained a full primary school in
the parish. There are some wonderful panoramic photographs of the whole parish with Sisters,
Fathers, Brothers and parishoners standing
before one of the parish buildings.
The Brothers continued the practice
of running the physical education side of the
school program much like they did in Seattle.
Some of the Brothers ran Scout Troops,
Brother Theophane Walsh was asked to
accompany the Boy Scout Troop to Japan
before the Second World War. Brother
Theophane after the outbreak of the war
was also asked to work among the Japanese
in Chicago Archdiocese.

Brother Theophane Walsh

When the parishioners were moved to
camps at the beginning of World War II, the Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers followed them. These
men were not allowed to live inside the camps but they soon established living centers outside the
camps and continued to serve their parishioners.

Brother Paul Chamberlain and Brother Charles Fowley accompanied the priests to the
camps. Many of the priests like Father Leo Tibesar and Father Leo Steinbach, had worked in
Japan and were very close to their parishoners. The Maryknoll Sisters who went to minister in the
camps with their parishoners. This loyalty and pastoral care produced two priesthood vocations
from the parish Father Thomas Takahashi (1953) and Father Bryce Nishimura (1956).

Brother Venard Ruane and Brother Duane Crockett both worked with youth and then
continued this apostolate in Hawaii, working with youth groups in the parishes. They served with the
Maryknoll Sisters, who for many years staffed the parish primary school. This loyalty in educating
the parishoners extended into the years when the Japanese were placed in camps and the
Maryknoll Sisters followed them and continued their ministry. There is a wonderful picture by Ansel
Adams of the Sisters outside one of the camp buildings with some of their children.

Many of the Brothers also maintained the parish compound in addition to working at
maintaining the school. Brother Charles O’Neill taught in the school in the last years before

Maryknoll stopped their commitment. The parish became a Japanese American Cultural Center,
ending over 70 years of Maryknoll‘s work their.

One of the things that usually came from an assignment to the Los Angeles Japanese parish
was an almost certainty of an assignment overseas. Many of the Brothers who were assigned to the
parish knew that their next step would be an assignment to the missions. This made for a very
happy and excited community.

(Brothers Alban Kennedy, Arthur Huse, Bernard Butkiewicz, David McKenna, James
Mansmann, John Argauer, John Frangenberg, John Nitsch, Leon Cook, Martin Shea, Rene
Dawson, Joseph Hamel, Robert Butsch, DeMontfort Valva, Thaddeus Revers and William
Neary were all assigned to Chesterfield)

The Minor Seminary at Chesterfield Missouri was built in the early 1960‘s. Brother Robert
Butsch and Brother Leon Cook joined Maryknoll‘s director of building, Father Norman Batt, out in
Missouri. They worked on the property while the newest High School Maryknoll was building went
up. Father Batt was a wonderful boss and is remembered with fondness by the Brothers who
worked with him. He had a vision that took time to see and many of the buildings benefitted from
this. They put in a pond and farming areas as well as ball fields (baseball, basketball and football).

They did the landscaping and after it was over stayed around for a while to improve on it.
Brother Leon left to help Father Batt in the construction of the new novitiate at Hingham in 1963.
Brother Robert Butsch after this job was assigned to Guatemala.

Brother John Frangenberg (Wichita, Kansa) and Brother Rene Dawson (Philadelphia
by way of Ireland) handled the boiler room and the general maintenance of the building. Brother
John Frangenberg (formerly Brother Adolph) had a very hard exterior that was said by many to
match his religious name. After everyone was allowed to go back to their baptismal names there
were quite a few Brother John‘s at Chesterfield, supposedly Brother John Frangenberg was never
confused with other Brothers of the same first name as he was always the known as ―The other
Brother John‖.

Brother Thaddeus Revers worked on the carpentry problems that would arise. He had a
very artistic way with wood, as evidenced by his wood cuts and models some of which can still be
seen at Maryknoll, New York. He also worked with Braille machines and prepared literature for the
blind. He was also remembered as always having the time to listen to a home sick or lonely
seminarian. He had an almost artistic ability to roll his own cigarettes while he was talking and or
listening to you that seemed to give the sense that there was nothing else but the conversation that
mattered.

Brother Martin Shea was doing office work for the Rector. He too was assigned to
Guatemala after his assignment was completed. Brother John Argauer (Buffalo, New York),
Brother Pierre Hamel (Boston, Massachusetts), Brother Demontfort Valva (), Brother David
McKenna (Springfield Missouri) and Brother John Nitsch (Baltimore, Maryland) rounded out
the community in the beginning. Brother David worked in the boiler room and was later assigned to
The Venard to prepare it for sale when it was closed down in 1966.

All of these men also saw assignments to the overseas work of Maryknoll either directly from
Chesterfield or shortly after they were moved from there. So in many cases it was seen as a good
assignment for in most cases the Brother was then assigned overseas.

It was always considered the best Maryknoll community, by both the priests and the
Brothers who lived there, but that had a lot to do with the rectors Father Richard Allen
(Providence, Rhode Island) and Father Louis Wolken (St. Louis Missouri), and also the
decisions that were coming out of the Second Vatican Council. These rectors worked hard to
implement changes that had emerged from the Vatican Council and decisions that Maryknoll had
also made in light of the Council. One of the first was having a combined recreation room instead of
the separate rooms that were common. Other subtle changes arose slowly from with in the
community as well as from outside.

Brother David McKenna (formerly Brother Thomas) re -joined the staff after the closing of
the Venard. He added his fine work ethic to that already shown by the Brothers. Brother Rene
Dawson used to take his vacation every five years and would go to Maryknoll, NY and buy the
lumber to replace the crucifix in the cemetery. This was a job he performed by himself. He always
said that going to another house and working was a vacation. There is a wonderful photograph of
the Brothers at a barbeque at Chesterfield that sums up this community.

Chesterfield was the last of the high school seminaries / preparatory seminaries that
Maryknoll had operated to be closed down. Brother John Frangenberg and Father Gregory
Keegan resided there from the closure of the school (1968) until the building was sold (1973), to a
chiropractic college. The campus has changed but one can still see the central building of the
school.

(Brothers Basil Ambs, Simeon Norton, Bede Horgan, Brian Fraher, Bruno Zednick, Charles
O’Neill, Cletus McGowan, Conrad Fleisch, John Brown, Dimas harness, Edward Starrs,
Eugene DeMong, Henry Carter, Jogues Bohrer, Jose Guajardo, Joseph Donahue, Kieran
Stretton, George Carlonas, Maurice Reidy, Meinrad Berg, Norman Perney, Peter Agnone,
Raymond Nihill, Richard Barnes, Robert Brooks Thomas Collins, Vincent Parkinson, and
Warren Maloney were all assigned to Lakewood)

Lakewood New Jersey was the college seminary that Maryknoll ran for a short time after the
Second World War and before Glen Ellyn was opened. Brother Bede Horgan, Brother Brian
Fraher, Brother Charles O’Neill, Brother Conrad Fleisch, Brother David Brown, Brother
Joseph Donahue, Brother Kieran Stretton, Brother George Carlonas, Brother Maurice Reidy,
Brother Peter Agnone, Brother Raymond Nihill, Brother Robert Brooks and Brother Vincent
Parkinson all served in various capacities at the school.

There was a sense of urgency to the work as the compound had been used during the
Second World War and was not in as good of a condition as it should have been. Everyone, Faculty
members, priests in residence and the Brothers all worked extra duties, trying to bring the grounds
up to Maryknoll‘s standards. This was the time of large classes in the seminary and there could be
two to three hundred young men whose abilities were used at manual labor time each day. Some
places on the campus were closed due to the poor condition they were in.

It was only kept open for a few years while the college at Glen Ellyn, Illinois was finished and
Maryknoll moved to a twelve year educational program of ,four years of High School), four years of
College), a novitiate and four years of Theology program in education. This was brought about by
the efforts of Father Thomas Walsh .There was a t9ime when Westerners men from Buffalo New
York and westward were sent to Glen Ellyn after it opened and Lakewood had the Easterners. The

only other story was that Ngo Diem Minh the future first president of South Vietnam resided there
with the students. The School was closed in 1954.

(Brothers Aidan Dunleavy, Alban Ruder, Allan Leach, Angelo Smith, Arthur Avila, Austin
Hogan, Basil Ambs, Bernard Butkiewicz, Bruce Coronado, Bruno Pental, Byron Thayer,
Carleton Bourgoin, Claver Carver, Cletus McGowan, Colman Troxel, Daniel Doherty,
DeMontfort Valva, DeSales Sermerscheim, Dominic Brazaukas, Dominic Galluppi, Donald
Tynan, Dunstan Hattersly, Earl Fogarty, Edward Starrs, Edwin Braband, Emmet Brophy,
Fidelis Deichelbohrer, Flavian Guglucci, Gabriel Uhll, Gary Rogers, Giles Durkin, Henry
Carter, James Mansmann, James Murphy, John Beeching, John Frangenberg, Joseph
Ziegler, Jude Coniff, Kempis Conroy, Kevin Grimley, Marius Donnelly, Matthias Archambault,
Matthias Maddern, Methodius Krygowski, Michael Dufresne, Owen Walsh, Rene Dawson,
Robert Brooks, Robert Gibbons, Roger Mellon, Ronald Rinella, Rudolph Shahey, Dominic
Russo, Sebastian Schwartz, Leo De Pinto, Terence O’Mara, Thaddeus Revers, Thomas
Bechman, Frederick Steinbach, Goretti Zilli, Thomas Weir, and Walter Beneke were all
assigned to the Maryknoll College at Glen Ellyn, Illinois)

The College Seminary that Maryknoll opened after the Second World War was in a suburb of
Chicago. The complex was the first building that Maryknoll built not designed by McGinnis and
Walsh. It was opened in September of 1949. The Brothers were able to have a very nice
community.

There were Brothers who worked in the offices like Brother
Aidan Dunleavy, Brother Hilarion Flanagan, Brother Donald
Tynan, Brother Gabriel Uhll and Brother Robert Brooks.
These men handled secretarial work for the administration, book
keeping and also aided in the Procuration needed to run a
college. They also held the secretarial positions for the Rector,
Vice Rector and Dean of Discipline in the early years.

Brother Daniel Doherty, no longer able to teach due to his
age and growing deafness went to school for Library Sciences.
He then spent his later years working at building up the College
Library. This Library came to Maryknoll after the close of Glen
Brother Daniel Doherty

Ellyn. Brother Walter Beneke and Brother Robert Brooks also helped out there in their off time.

Brother Roger Mellon, and Brother Thaddeus Revers worked in the carpentry section.
Brother John Frangenberg, Brother Joseph Ziegler and Brother Terence O’Mara worked the
boiler room. Brother Bruce Coronado was the secretary to the rector for many years. Brother
John Beeching worked in the infirmary. Brother Kevin Grimley (New York City by way of
Blackwater Town, County Armagh, Ireland) and Brother Fredrick Steinbach were in charge of
the grounds. There was no farm at the college but much more time was used to maintain the
grounds. As usual the student body worked hard during their hours of weekly manual labor.

The Brother‘s Community had their quarters over the boiler room and with the final additions
to the building it was a very nice set up. The size of the community at Glen Ellyn was usually around
a dozen Brothers and with the usual spirit there was a baseball team that took on all comers. They
were very young and had a pretty good baseball team who in the early days played well against the
Fathers and the seminarians.

It was at Glen Ellyn in the mid 1960s, under the Rectorship of Father Charles Cappel that an
experiment in Brother‘s leadership was begun. In the post Vatican II world many attempts were
suggested to involve the Brother members of clerical groups in different roles. The Brothers
community at Glen Ellyn was encouraged to form a Brother‘s board where aspects of the Brothers
life could be discussed and also any problems aired. This was done and to all extents and purposes
it was a success but it was not innovated at any other Maryknoll house.

Brother Goretti Zilli and Brother Frederick Steinbach were the last Brothers to live at Glen
Ellyn. They and Father George Buckley and Father Thomas Peyton watched the property until the
house was sold.

Brother John Frangenberg and Brother Andrew Marsolek made the last visit to Glen
Ellyn. This was a series of trips to move the last of the goods to the Center. The Statue of the
Blessed Virgin Mary was transported by the two of them from the Glen Ellyn property to its present
position in front of Saint Teresa‘s Residence at Maryknoll, NY.

(Brothers Edmund Stack, Patrick Clerkin, Columba Walsh, Boniface Klophaus, Joseph
Donahue, John Brown, Andrew Seidlinger, Hilarion Flanagan, Brian Fraher, Peter Agnone,
Alfred Meschio and Louis Uttendorfer were all assigned to Bedford.)

The Novitiate at Bedford had a small community
of Brothers. Brother Patrick Clerkin and Brother
Brian Fraher manned the boiler room. Brother
Edmund Stack was the carpenter aided at times by
Brother Brian Fraher and Brother Louis Uttendorfer.
Brother John Brown

Brother Edmund Stack because of the slow
pace at which he worked and moved was called Swish
by all behind his back. A story was related to the author
by Father Michael Duggan of the novice master Father Van der Bogaard saying how Brother
Edmund would rise to cover the television screen with his handkerchief if he saw something on the
screen that was not appropriate but with his slow pace by the time he got there the scene would
have changed.

There were many stories by Maryknollers who were there about their living in a barn. (Which
was true as the dormitory was converted from a barn.) This in itself had many candidates saying
that they slept in a stable. Brother Edmund being called upon to do many of the repairs on the
dormitories and the pace at which he moved.

Brother Columba Walsh served his only year away from the Center at the Bedford
novitiate. He was doing carpentry as usual when he was asked to build a dog house by one of the
seminarians. He was given he size but was cautioned about getting the doghouse out the door. He
went to work and soon finished the doghouse. The seminarian returned and found that the roofed
house could not fit through the door. Brother Columba said he could not understand it as he was
sure that it could get through if it was angled correctly.

The seminarian went for help. Brother Columba unscrewed the roof moved the doghouse
outside and reattached the roof. Standing silently he awaited the return of the seminarian. Needless
to say there were laughs enough when the story was told.

Brother Boniface
Klophaus

Brother Boniface Klophaus (New York by way of
Elberfeld, Germany) was the cook at the novitiate. Brother
Boniface‘s thick German accent led to some interesting times in the
kitchen. There was a story of a visitor asking how Brother Boniface
made this wonderful sauce. Brother Boniface replied he used Avon
sauce to be the base of the sauce. A search was made and no Avon
sauce was to be found in any shop or even knowledge of the sauce.
On further questioning Brother Boniface produced the said bottle it
was A1 sauce, pronounced with his heavy accent.

Brother Joseph Donahue after years in Korea worked in the office, as did Brother Hilarion
Flanagan (Brooklyn, New York) and Brother Peter Agnone. Brother Andrew Seidlinger
(Brooklyn NY) handled the outside and helped in some cases to teach the seminarians how best to
dispatch the pigs and chickens that were a part of the novitiate program.

This was also the first place where the Brothers attended a novitiate that was designed to
give them much of the same training as the seminarian candidates. It was felt that prior to this the
brother candidates would sometimes be called upon to work a full time job in addition to their
formation lessons. This was felt that it was not good for their formation. The Society then decided to
have a special year and a special place for this program. This shared novitiate lasted from 1934
until 1946.

The changing times and the age of the buildings caused Maryknoll to move from this physical
plant. Every mindful of Maryknoll‘s roots being firmly placed in Boston the novitiate was moved to a
new site in Hingham, Massachusetts. The novitiate had been at Bedford from 1933 until the spring
of 1964.

Besides the regular staff members most of the novitiates had men who were sick or retired.
These men inmost cases added to the novitiate experience. Brother John LaMotte (Los Angeles,
California) wandered around the buildings in his Brother‘s cassock. He always was armed with a
notebook in his hand noticing everything and ready to give reports. At times he could be convinced
to play the violin and those that were privileged enough to hear him said that it was a truly moving
experience as an entirely different Brother John played the violin.

One time the meat delivery was missing from the kitchen and calls were placed to the meat
wholesale office. The delivery had been made so a search was performed on the grounds and the
meat was discovered in Brother John‘s room. When asked the reply was typical Brother John, ―I
heard it was going to be a bad winter and I did not want to starve.‖ It was only in the late 1960‘s that
all of them could be moved to Saint Teresa‘s residence at Maryknoll. So for many years each
Maryknoll House had its cast of characters.

(Brothers George Lannen, Roger Mellon, Joseph Donahue, Ronald Rak, Walter Beneke,
Carmine Grassini, Eugene Hopkins, Emmanuel Carmadella, Jogues Bohrer, Harold Horne,
Justin Joyce, Marvin Mayberger, Kenneth Joyce, Canisius Conklin, George Carlonas, Shaun
Theis, Meinrad Berg, Aquinas Quinn, Aquinas Yeater, DeMontfort Valva, Frank Norris, Giles
Durkin, Gilbert Figundio, Alex Walsh, Gregory Grant, Bruno Pental, Leon Cook, Jeremias
Harris, Loyola Larroque, Miguel Holstegge, Martin Shea, Harvey Essy, Rudolph Brendel,
Matthew Kirwan, Luke Baldwin, Frank Hutz, Fabian Bunten, Gonzaga O’Connor, Arnold
Hoeschler, Raymond Tetrault, Augustine Horkan, DePorres Stilp, Dominic Brazauskas,
Maurice Reidy, John Fazzolari Rocco Ditillo, Warren Hulshof, Bernard Butkiewicz, Kennan
Osborne, Christian Dole, Rocco Lopez, Joseph Freitag Julian Evans, Ronald Rivett and
William Walsh were all assigned to Brookline.)

Brookline was the Brother‘s Novitiate from 1952 until December 1966. There was a very
large community of finally professed Brothers at the Brookline House. These men staffed and
maintained the building. Originally the house was used as a school for Special Latin to prepare the
influx of vocations after the Second World War, for their priesthood studies.

By the early 1950‘s with the opening of Glen Ellyn the house was no longer needed for it‘s
originally purpose. It was seen that the house being used at Akron, Ohio was inadequate for the
Brothers‘ needs. So with the growth of the number of men entering for the Brothers vocations it was
felt the property at Brookline would suffice.

Brother George Lannen, Brother Joseph Donahue, Brother Ronald Rak, Brother Walter
Beneke, Brother Justin Joyce, Brother Gilbert Figundio, Brother Martin Shea, Brother
Gonzaga O’Connor, Brother Raymond Tetrault, Brother DePorres Stilp, all worked at the
Development office in a separate building on the grounds. This was a house that was used just for
correspondence and development department work. It was off grounds to the novice Brothers. This
was ended when Maryknoll purchased a special house just for the Mission Promotion men, in
Chestnut Hill.

Brother Matthew Kirwan put into practice the boiler room management he had learned. It
was here at Brookline that the concept for the Maryknoll Brothers Movie was conceived. Brother
Matthew because of his colorful background – a navy corpsman and then a New York City police
man was chosen to be the star of the movie. Funds were raised from the veteran novices and
Brothers and the movie was done at Maryknoll, New York under the direction of Father Albert
Nevins. Father Nevins used the talents of many of the Maryknoll brothers to be characters in the
movie. He also had the photographic assistance of many Maryknoll Priests.

Brother Matthew was followed by Brother Augustine Horkan at the boiler room in Bedford.
All, who saw the boiler room in those days, reported that they had never visited a more spotless or
more organized place. Brother Gus had painted all the pipes intake and outflow were each a
different color as were cold and hot allowing any one to understand the way it worked. This
reputation followed Brother Gus throughout his career.

There were the normal livestock projects at Brookline
both chickens and cattle. Brother Leon Cook ran the farm
while he was attending Walpole Agricultural School. Brother
Marvin Mayberger also helped on the farm while he went to
Walpole. These times usually allowed the Director of the
brothers to see how the young Brother managed his new
responsibilities, before he was transferred to the center and
then Chile. Brother Bernard Butkweicz and Brother
Thomas Yezak ran the farm until the property was vacated in
late 1966.
Brother Leon Cook

Brother DePorres Stilp is a fine example of this
concept of nurturing the abilities seen in the novice. He
continued to develop his skills in printing. This allowed him to produce the Spiritual Exercise Book
put together by Father Sheridan, for the use of the Maryknoll Brothers. This was a series of
meditation books written exclusively for the Brothers.

These skills in printing and secretarial work found a use when Father Robert Sheridan did his
monumental work on Maryknoll‘s co - Founders. It was a project in which many of the Brothers at
Brookline shared. The collected works of Bishop James Anthony Walsh and the Symposium on
Father Thomas Frederick Price are still used to this day.

The walls of the Refectory (dining room) at Brookline were covered in mirrors this allowed
Father Sheridan to watch the postulants, Brothers eating and assured that his ten rules of table
etiquette were obeyed or a bell would ring out allowing Father Sheridan a chance to question the
offender regarding his offense.

In the 1960‘s Father Albert Good a veteran from the missions in Tanzania, (Boston,
Massachusetts) became the rector of the Maryknoll Brother‘s formation program. He had a looser
style than the previous director‘s at Bedford but he was still remembered for cutting out pictures in
the national geographic and the Sports Illustrated magazines that could be offensive to young men
in formation.

On January 30th, 1967 Brother Richard Smith left the novitiate to its new tenants, The
Dexter School.

(Brothers Leon Cook, Eugene DeMong, Thomas Hickey, Edmund Stack, Christopher O’Leary,
Paul Chamberlain, John Frangenberg, Conrad Fleisch, Leo Shedy, Norman Perney, William
Walsh, Mark Waite, Jeremias Harris, Lawrence Kenning, Andrew Seidlinger, and Roger
Mellon were all assigned to Hingham.)

The novitiate at Hingham was opened in 1964. Brother Leon Cook came from Chesterfield
to work on the grounds with Father Norman Batt while the building was going on. Brother Leon
Cook handled the grounds with the help of the students. He had a small market in pumpkins and
live Christmas trees which were sold for the missions. Countless free hours of the novices time was
consumed by sorting bugs and walking the trap line both of which were after hours‘ jobs of Brother
Leon to raise money for the missions. He had orders from suppliers all across the country and sent
countless bottles and boxes of bugs off every week.

The apple cider that the novices made under Brother Leon‘s direction lasted into the early
winter. Sometimes there were attempts to make Apple Jack but most of the attempts ended in
disaster, or in apple cider vinegar. He also had crops of onions, potatoes, tomatoes and corn that
brightened the meals at the start of every year. The harvesting was an enjoyable task but the

peeling and preparation work in the kitchen soon had many novices wishing that Brother Leon did
not have such a green thumb.

But it must be said that he did raise some crops just to get the special bugs that lived off of
them. Many nights the novices would be asked to help Brother Leon sort bugs for one of his orders.
The money he raised went to support Maryknoll works in Guatemala. As time went on the classes of
novices grew smaller but the crops harvested remained the same.

Brother Edmund Stack (Connecticut) and Brother Paul Chamberlain handled the
repairs and the carpentry. This was quite the team. Brother Edmund suffered a stroke at Hingham
and was placed in a nursing home where he died a few years later.

Brother Paul Chamberlain added much joy to each
class of novices and late into his life he was always able to
get a group of novices out to help him fly his kites that he
made and designed. He was also able to scare a few of
them as he had built his own coffin to save money. And on
occasion a novice sent to the carpentry shop was often
surprised by the creaking of the coffin lid and Brother Paul,
slowly emerging saying he had been checking it out for
comfort and fit. This action usually, brought forth from the
very pale novice, a strained laugh, from a very dry throat.

Brother Paul Chamberlain

Brother Paul, ever the joiner, took up the cause of the
United Farm Workers in the early 70‘s and would go out
every Monday evening to protest the delivery of non union
goods. It was a shock on some Monday nights to hear the
rumble of a semi truck coming up the hill. It was only Brother Paul being given a lift home by one of
the drivers he was protesting against. Brother Paul also picketed Nuclear weapons in Cambridge
Massachusetts as well as abortion clinics in the Boston area and around Maryknoll, NY. Brother
Paul would also do the Walkathon to raise money, and Brother Paul was very good at getting
sponsors. This walk was held for the Mount Bayou community every Good Friday and in most cases
he would finish the walk before people half his age.

Brother Thomas Hickey and Brother Christopher O’Leary worked in the Business Office.
Brother John Frangenberg, Brother Leo Shedy `and Brother Conrad Fleisch handled the boiler
room and anything else that went astray. It was here at Hingham that Brother John Frangenberg

was given another name by the novices. It was towards the end of his time there. He was called
―Nails‖ because of his gruff exterior.

This naming was done in a ceremony in the dining room one breakfast shortly before Brother
John was transferred to Maryknoll NY. Brother John was presented with a bowl of nails to eat "as in
tough enough to eat nails." But the name was given with affection and everyone had a good laugh
about it including Brother John.

After Brother John‘s assignment to Maryknoll, NY he was followed by Brother Leo Shedy
(formerly Brother Barnabas) and Brother Lawrence Kenning (formerly Brother Ambrose).
Brother Leo handled many of Brother John‘s tasks and also Brother Leon‘s jobs as Brother Leon
had been assigned to Guatemala in 1975. Brother Lawrence also worked hard on improving the
orchard while he was there. He also rebuilt a tractor over a winter with the help of the novices.
Brother Conrad Fleisch was the last man to handle the boiler rooms and remained at Hingham for
some time after it was closed to take care of the property before it was sold.

There are stories about Brother John LaMotte at Hingham that were told for many years.
Brother John had a habit of wandering the building dressed in his Brother‘s cassock and carrying a
small writing pad. One morning very early he encountered the bread man delivering the novitiate
order He looked at it and said it was wrong that opposed to two dozen loaves it was twelve dozen a
one had been forgotten. Needless to say the kitchen was filled with bread and the company was
loath to take it back so the kitchen staff, being very inventive, found ways to put the bread on in the
table in different forms until all were more than happy to see it disappear.

There was also a famous man at the novitiate, who had the reputation for long and many
point filled homilies. He could start a point and finish it nearly a half hour later. One time he had a
many pointed homily and asked at the refectory after mass if any one had gotten all the points.
There was dead silence until Brother John whipped out his little notebook and read off the points
and main gist of the homily.

The man was beaming, he had preached and Brother John had grasped all the points in the
homily. But Brother John soon punctured the man‘s bubble with one of his down to earth remarks
and life went on.

The Brothers‘ novitiate was combined again with the seminarians in the late 1960‘s at
Hingham. It was continued as a joint program until 1976. During that time there were no Brothers
assigned to the Formation Staff. There was an effort made to make the Brother candidate feel more
a part of the program as there was the risk that he could be lost in the schedule of classes that had
been geared to the seminarians. But in the eyes of the Brothers it was felt that what was needed
was a year in which a man could experience what a Brother was without any undue influence of the
established seminarians program.

(Brothers Venard Ruane, Bede Horgan, Donald Miriani, Brendan Corkery, Anthony Lopez,
and Jude Coniff have been assigned to the 39th Street House)

The 39th Street House, in New York City was for most of its time part of the development
department. During those days Brother Venard Ruane was the house manager there for two years
(1978-2000). It was only after the creation of the United States Region in the early 1980‘s. The
house has slowly moved towards being a guest house and also a place for Maryknollers to enjoy
New York City. Brother Bede Horgan was in residence there for a few years during the transition.
He handled some of the administrative duties until his assignment to Mission Saint Teresa‘s.

The first Brothers to serve at the House were working as co- directors. Brother Donald
Miriani and Brother Brendan Corkery found an ability to make the house a warm and hospitable
place. The two men added much to the warmth and welcome of the house. Brother Donald handled
the administration while Brother Brendan was very good at the day to day maintenance of the
house.

Brother Anthony Lopez

Brother Anthony Lopez took over when
Brother Brendan Corkery moved to the
formation Program in 2000. Brother Donald
Miriani moved on to residence at the center and
work in the Controller‘s Department. He was an
able to bring an entirely different style to the
house and was always a very helpful and
accommodating host.

Brother Anthony was administrator of the house during the renovations that have brought the
house into the 21st Century. He has served there for nine years. As Brother Tony leaves to go on to
other assignments. Father Francis McGourn and Brother Jude Coniff begin their administration of
the house in January 2010.

(Brothers assigned to the Development Department are Joseph Donahue, Henry Corcoran,
Thomas McCann, Theophane Venard, Luke De la Motte, Philip Morini, Malachi O’Regan,
Hilarion Flanagan, Robert Brooks, Cyril Vellicig, Donald Tynan, Raymond Tetrault, Justin
Joyce, Gilbert Figundio, Gerard Langland, Adrian Mazuchowski, John Blazo, Ronald Rinella,
Tim Raible, Wayne Fitzpatrick, Raymond Nihill, Duane Crockett, J. Francis Dolphin, Joseph
Dowling and Brendan Corkery.)

The development houses had Brothers working in them. The largest group of Brothers to be
assigned to a house such as this was at the St. Louis, Missouri house. It must also be known that
for many years Maryknoll seminarians also lived at many of these houses (St. Louis, Buffalo, Detroit
and Akron) and attended the local high school and in some cases college seminaries. This was an
idea of Bishop James Anthony Walsh to establish ties between the Maryknollers and the local
clergy. Some of the Brothers who were assigned to these houses were: Brother Hilarion
Flanagan and Brother Luke de La Motte did this job in the Detroit house.

Brother Robert Brooks, Brother Cyril Vellicig, and Brother Donald Tynan to name only
a few, in the Promotion House at Saint Louis. These Brothers also answered letters and handled
much of the correspondence for the house where they lived. It must be remembered that these little
seminaries did a lot to build relationships with the men who were eventually ordained for the
Diocese.

Brother Malachi O’Regan (Ballingaer, Ireland) was among the Brothers who handled all
the secretarial chores and correspondence at the house where he lived which was Denver. Brother
Joseph Dowling and Brother J. Francis Dolphin were among the Brothers who worked as a
promotion man and his area was Denver. Brother Frank Dolphin was able to work with the Office for
the Religious in Denver to bring a better understanding of the Brothers. He was also able to
continue ministering to the circus troops that passed through the area.

Philadelphia saw the first Brother to be put in charge of a house, Brother Raymond
Tetrault. Brother John Blazo has probably been around the longest on Development. He has
served in Milwaukee, Detroit, Philadelphia, Chestnut Hill, Washington and now New York, out of
Maryknoll NY. He has worked hard at getting school dates. Brothers have worked in the following
houses- Milwaukee, Detroit, Philadelphia, Denver, Seattle, New York and Washington DC.
In the 21st century the move to more centrally located houses has been the idea. These days
Brother Brendan Corkery maintains the Boston Office for the Mission Education and Promotion
house. Brother Tim Raible after years in Development as the head of Seattle now works on the
Vocation Team. For many years Brother Leo Shedy was in residence at the Houston house where
he did all the little repairs that are needed in a home.
Brother Adrian Mazuchowski since his return from Japan has been working in the
Development houses first Detroit and most recently in Chicago. He has added much to the day to
day running of the house and now with the formation and development department sharing a house
his wisdom and work is appreciated by the candidates as well.

The history of
the Maryknoll
Brother was
Written by:
Brother Kevin Dargan

Reflection on the Early Maryknoll Brothers
It is not so much what we do but what we are that allows God to live in the
world. When the presence of God emerges from our inmost being into our
faculties, whether we walk down the street or drink a cup of soup, divine life
is pouring into the world.
(Thomas Keating)

Reading through the history of the Brothers in the newsletter has been thoroughly enjoyable—and I
understand there is more to come. As so often happens when we read something our own lives
have been entwined with, it summonsed memories, in this case of companionship with some of the
older Maryknoll Brothers. And I found myself wondering, too, on how some the early Brothers may
have understood their call to mission.

In one of his frequent discourses to Society members, James Anthony Walsh remarked, ―We are
called to a life that is not a life of contemplation, strictly speaking. It is a life of activity, yet it is a life
that must combine activity and contemplation. We must learn not to separate these two. . . We are
talking about that combination of the active and contemplative which is possible for every one of
us.‖

This remark was somewhat unusual, given the tenor of Church thinking almost a hundred years
ago. In those days it wasn‘t so common to think of apostolic or missionary activity in the same
breath with contemplatives--the latter being understood as cloistered.

In fact, perhaps it was this association of contemplatives with a cloister that the idea of an activecontemplative life wasn‘t such a widely accepted notion until the foundation of groups such as the
Little Sisters and Brothers of Jesus. The writings of Thomas Merton, of course, went far to dispel

the idea that contemplative prayer was for an elite few—the possibility was open to everyone.
However, back in 1928 when Walsh expressed an expectation that missioners were to combine the
active and contemplative life, it wasn‘t common place thinking.

―We are talking about that combination of the active and contemplative which is possible for every
one of us.‖ The fact that the Brothers took this suggestion very seriously is evident in the
remarkable degree to which many of them achieved it. Certainly the initial formation the Brothers
received in Maryknoll, and then their life in community at St. Michael‘s did much to foster this
combination of active and contemplative life. And it gave them the sort of foundation needed to
continue living an active contemplative life once they were assigned overseas to the missions.

Life in the Brothers‘ community promoted contemplative
prayer--the seasons of day, the times of the year, lived in
a rhythm of prayer, work and recreation centered on the
liturgical hours in a setting still somewhat close to nature.
It formed a platform for daily periods of private prayer and
devotions. As a young brother, I cannot think of a time,
when I slipped into the chapel momentarily, when I didn‘t
find some of the older brothers in the pews or on their
knees, a practice ingrained in them to dying days. It was
a way of life made for a strong sense of community, so
much so that when St. Michael‘s was about to be torn
down in the late 1960s, it provoked Fr. Del Goodman to
remark, ―In the Brothers‘ House there was a lot of shared
activity, fellowship and communion and unity. Young and
old together formed a real community. Neither the priests
nor students have anything remotely to compare with it. .
.‖

In most respect a life-style lived by Brothers in general prior to Vatican II was very similar to that
lived in monastic communities, say by Franciscan or Benedictine Brothers. Missionary Brothers are
anything but monks. Nevertheless, I share an intuition expressed by a Holy Cross Brother--that ―as
brothers we need to rediscover the ancient monk within, who with all his heart, is rooted in the depth
of what it means to be human, and then discovers that this leads into the deepened mystery of
God.‖ I sure that not everyone will find the same inspiration in this remark or even agree with it; but
it holds meaning for me.

In what sense can it be said that these early Brothers were active-contemplatives? In writing about
the Brothers, Bishop Lane wrote, ―—just to single out one—as senior Brother at Maryknoll, Brother
Aloysius has preached to everyone every day, not with wordy eloquence, but rather with the way he
does things and the way he says things, which is a pretty good index of why he does things.‖

. . . “the way he does things and the way he says things, which is a pretty good index of why he
does things.” –that is a very telling remark, the more so since Lane seems to imply it characteristic
of the Brothers. It is a remark, I think, that speaks unquestionably about having achieved an active
contemplative life. Or as my Buddhist monk friends would say, ―You need to train yourself to live
mindfully‖—that is all.

A Benedictine Brother, who has lived as a hermit in our own times, wrote—I can‘t recall where—
―that Shaker tradition has a saying that puts the idea of contemplation as simply as it can be put:
"Hearts to God, hands to work." That is how Shakers lived. And he went on to add, ‗We need only
to look at a shaker chair for proof that they understood contemplation. "Hearts to God" means
attention to the guiding vision. "Hands to work" means making that vision a reality. The inseparable
splicing of vision and action makes contemplation what it is. In love's world of prayer, the vision is a
deep awareness of belonging; the action puts the consequences of that belonging into practice‖.

That belonging we discover in prayer,
needless to say, is that we are
inseparable from God and therefore
inseparable from all things. Or to put
it in another way, when the presence
of God emerges from our inmost
being into our faculties, divine life is
pouring into the world—it touches and
shapes everything.
We become
utterly transparent. That is to say, we
become contemplatives.

That inseparable splicing of vision
and action makes contemplation what
it is—and that can be seen so clearly, I feel, in the vision and work of the early Brothers. Take for
example, that lovely oriental kiosk standing in the center of the quadrangle built as a canopy over
Our Lady of Maryknoll, the work of Brother Albert Staubli, who designed and had built in so many of
our early mission buildings in China. There is the touch of something divine about that kiosk, so
much so that It has often mesmerized me on a winter‘s evening as I walk down the main corridor.

And those charming works of intarsia one runs into occasionally on the wall of the main building,
pictures created by finely inlaid pieces of wood, tediously executed by some of the early Brothers.
―Heart to God, hands to work‖ --that is very much how I would characterize the Maryknoll Brothers I
knew. Mystics? No. Simply active contemplatives.
All that isn‘t to say these Brothers walked around with some sort of invisible halo or projected an
image of ‗cultivated piety‘. On the contrary--many are recalled as utter ‗characters.‘ The lesson
they taught us is the lesson which a very good Irish spiritual director suggests we must all learn—
that ‗on our inner journey , we too are called only to be ourselves, to be grateful for the bagful of
eccentric and often scary bits and pieces that make up our complex and complicated personalities.‖
We are to be as shockingly human as Jesus.
It remains to be said that the early Brothers were first and foremost missioners; and the life-style
they were called upon to lead in mission was quite different from that they knew at St. Michael‘s.
Yet their training was so deeply ingrained that they continued to deepen their inward journey no
matter where they were or who they were with or what they were doing.

Glen Kittler, who authored the book, The Maryknoll Fathers, wrote, ―In the missions the Brothers
were, perhaps even more than the priests, all things to all men. Their first task was construction
work. . .once the mission buildings were up, the Brothers put in the lights and heating systems, kept
the mission cars and boats running, ran the dispensaries and kitchens and office, grew the
vegetables and tended the animals, printed the textbooks and the catechisms, then taught from
them—and in the process of doing all these things they trained [local people] in the skills, thereby
providing a means of livelihood to men who had had none.‖
Yet in the end it wasn‘t so much what they did that matter, but why they did it, and how they did it.
That‘s what made them active contemplatives. As far as they were concerned, it wasn‘t necessary
to tell them that ―it is not so much what we do but what we are that allows God to live in the world.‖
Or that, ―when the presence of God emerges from our inmost being into our faculties, whether we
walk down the street or drink a cup of soup, divine life is pouring into the world.‖ It was something
they already sensed each day and lived deeply.
Certainly Kittler, who probably knew few of the early Brothers personally, recognized this quality in
the Brothers. As he put it in his book, ―as important as what they did, was how they did it. The
spiritual pre-requisites to the Brotherhood held ‗in good balance and good humor‘ were such that
only a man of spiritual maturity could possess them; they were the stuff of which saints were made.‖
I shouldn‘t wonder but that James Anthony Walsh might well have agreed.

Br. John Beeching – Bangkok

A few words from the Editor…

This year we GIVE THANKS to God for the celebration
of our 100 years thanks to Father James Anthony Walsh
and Father Frederick Price for the beginning on June
29th, 1911 of the Maryknoll Fathers and Brothers.
On January 6th, 1912, we also GIVE THANKS to God
and Mother Mary Joseph Rogers for the beginning of
the Maryknoll Sisters and their 100 years celebration
this coming year 2012.
I also want to thank Bro. Kevin Dargan for the writing
of the History of the Maryknoll Brothers which will
continue in the coming year.
Wishing all our Readers, Christmas blessings and also
for peace and good health in the New Year 2012.
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